Architects College, kve a Rabelaisian gaiety. Would that more such aridness paintings could be done in our universities, where a cold ecclesiastidsm still persists. The day is long past when learning found a home, a protection, in the Cloister alone; but even in the Cloister satire and grotesque found a place. Now the College Halls, whose inner stone work was formerly plastered and bright with colour wash, show their dull stone surface, an ill neighbour to the panelling below, an ill background, too, for portraits.
The chapel for which Stanley Spencer's painting's were made was built by Lionel Pearson. 1 know of no other, since Herbert Home's chapel decorated by Frederick Shields, in which the architect has been ready to take second place. Architects claim for architecture that she is the mother art, with Giotto, Masaccio, Michelangelo, Ticpolo, Boucher, Goya, among her progeny. Is she, to-day, like other potential mothers, unwilling, pleading narrow means, to have a family? Perhaps she is now too advanced in years to prove fertile. Architects, where is your Vortex? asked Wynclhain Lewis some years ago in a brilliant pamphlet There is too little adventure among our more fortunate architects; even those who decry the aridness of the younger men rarely in-corporate vital ornament into their structures, Add the work of the younger men certainly is. Their spare buildings are admirably suited to shops and factories; domestic buildings call for warmth, for a sense of intimacy; and in these the newer buildings, with windows of one flat facing another, are wanting. But whatever the contemporary idiom, excellent expression can always be given to it. Equally, the idiom can be feebly or blatantly, used. The vulgar spirit that designed bad Victorian stucco buildings is'to-day designing bad concrete ones. Let those who live in glass houses not fling stones at stone houses; they may ricochet across.

